C PERMANENT PACKER
PRODUCT 20-042 C

Coil Tubing Equipment

PERMANENT PACKER

The C Permanent Packer is an economical medium performance Permanent
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solid reliable pack off. A large seal bore similar to the L Packer gives this tool
maximum versatility.

LC NOK-OUT
PRODUCT 20-049

The LC Nok-Out Assembly is often run with the Model C and L Packers and
then converted to a temporary Bridge Plug. The Nok-Out is usually expended
when the Seal Assembly is landed, or can be knocked out at any time before
LC NOK-OUT
running the Seal Assembly with a knock out string or a wireline sinker bar. The
Nok-Out Assembly has a built in equalizing system to ensure ease of expending
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The LC Nok-Out Assembly is often run with the Model C and L Packers and
then converted to a temporary Bridge Plug. The Nok-Out is usually expended
when the Seal Assembly is landed, or can be knocked out at any time before
running the Seal Assembly with a knock out string or a wireline sinker bar.
The Nok-Out Assembly has a built in equalizing system to ensure ease of
expending the plug.
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